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I’m So Afraid Of Losing You Again – Colin Gordon-Farleigh (Cover)
Reviewed by Lost Spider Stephen Lester United Kingdom, Gloucester
Colin Gordon -Farleigh / Sheer Joy Music .. Afraid of losing you again
 Wow what a big sound you have and good clear vocals . Enjoyed this track A typical country track with bass fiddle and violin introduction and fills throughout Slide guitar I think .. At first I thought the title a little strange but all becomes clear as you don’t want to get back in to a relationship that would keep you on tenterhooks and not ever being able to trust the half will stay around when the going gets tough. Well it’s a must add to your country play list
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We All Need Our Heroes (Colin Gordon-Farleigh)
Reviewed by William Ladislaw - Songwriter United States, Pennsylvania, Lester
My Dearest Friend
 Here are go again with another masterpiece. What powerful, yet natural vocals. This one is a duet. The chorus rises up and makes you truly believe in all heroes. It's magical as always. How do you do it? Amazing stuff.
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We All Need Our Heroes (Colin Gordon-Farleigh)
Reviewed by KAIJY Germany, Hamburg
Remarkable Country Song
 Versatile sounding acoustic instruments carry this very professinell recording. Colin Gordon-Farleigh is a songwriter who write lyrics like poetry. The impressive chorus come from the heart and make the meaning of the song engaging for me. Virtuosly played guitars forcing the music constantly. In this arrangement exist also a genuinely well-played banjo accompanying the whole song. This extra factor brings additionally beauty into the song. Additional great played violin makes the tune complete. I like the melancholy of the track and all instruments really stand out. This song is more creative than some others. Overall a really perfect mixed and mastered. The song is a mix of country and christian music. I´m sure, you will also enjoy what you hear and like to add it. Let others know your recommendation.
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Second Chances – Colin Gordon-Farleigh
Reviewed by Kris Ivy Norway, Drammen
A pro production
 This is what you get if you take your song to a pro studio. You get a well produced and balanced recording with good sound. Whether you use session musicians or bring your own band the result will always be way better than trying to do this at home. it´s great to have the opportunity to record ideas, checking out harms etc. at home. I often do that with my own songs using a well known recording software. Especially in these days it´s both safe and easy to send recorded files for example to members of your band or to a studio for mixing etc. So, take a listen to this well produced recording and you will hear that it´s worth both the money and time. All the best -Kris
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